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Eternal Thief 

Chapter 641: Awakening of the Devil (2) 

Under utter darkness, facing the mystic black spiral, vertical eye, Ace felt his mind sway as a sense of 

immense emptiness washed over him. 

But it only lasted for a split second before the vertical eye abruptly vanished, and the very next moment, 

the surrounding darkness crumbled like a curtain. 

Ace finally regained his sense as his eyes were affixed on the same spot where they were before 

everything started while he held his breath. 

The black cocoon had vanished from its spot, leaving no trace, and replacing it was a devilish beauty 

with a godly figure, and it was fully exposed without any layer of clothing, making this scene extremely 

breathtaking and sanctified. 

She was 6'3 feet tall, had an oval, mature face with a perfectly sharp chin, and her skin was completely 

white without any profanity, almost glowing like morning snow. With her slim and supple waist and long 

slender legs, it was as if she was carved out of flawless snow crystal. Even more alluring thing which 

could arouse any men's desire was her towering large twin peaks and those 'big red eyes' and her sexy 

collarbone under her long neck. 

Every single part of her devilishly gorgeous body exuded sensual charms. Once a man laid his eyes on 

her body, it was impossible for him to look away! 

However, except for her human features, she had strange black runes around the sides of her neck; they 

started right under her ears and went all the way toward her slender arms, forming two lines of runes. 

She had long black hair, and a ring shape thin crimson crown filled with incomprehensible runes was 

resting over her head, and a small hexagon crimson mark was imprinted on her smooth glabellae, giving 

her a strange, alluring charm. 

Most importantly, her fox-like eyes were completely closed as she stood there, completely tranquil; she 

was like the vivid status of some divine being. 

Ace's eyes were completely affixed on the devilish beauty wearing the crimson crown, which could 

charm any man with a single glance. Although she had a strange makeover, he knew she was, without 

doubt, Eva, as her face was the same but far more alluring and graceful than in the past. 

Especially those foxy eyes, he would never forget them when they first met in that inn's room. 

Even with his mental fortitude, he just couldn't have enough of seeing this mature alluring woman. She 

was, in fact, his woman, and he knew for a fact because of this strange bond between them. 

For the first time, he felt a forbidden desire welling… 

Seeing her still closing her eyes, he gently called out, "Eva…" 
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It was like some magic spell had been cast because the moment Ace called her name, the peaceful 

standing beauty suddenly quivered lightly. 

Thereby, her foxy eyelids suddenly fluttered before they sprang open, revealing pair of bewitching jet-

black eyeballs and crimson ruby irises. That pair of eyes were nothing but icy as it was giving off the 

feeling of the cold abyss. 

She suddenly started to emit an abyssal aura as she saw the hooded figure standing a few meters away 

from her. Suddenly she fluttered as her cold blank expression started to change when memories started 

pouring into her head. 

As those distant memories became clearer, the abyssal aura around her started to crumble, especially 

when she remembered how she was once a slave before she found a certain boy who changed 

everything. 

He freed her by destroying the salve contract, and she started to feel deep adoration for him; that 

adoration then turned into affection, and before she knew it, she didn't want to live without him… 

Despite being dense, he treated her like no one before, and she was willing to give up her everything for 

him, even her life, and she did so in the end without thinking about it twice or caring about how he felt 

about her… 

The coldness in her eyes started to replace by gentleness as she remembered everything. She also felt 

the invisible bond between her and the hooded figure in front of her. 

Ecstasy suddenly lit in her eyes before she suddenly moved and vanished without any trace despite 

being without any cultivation. 

Even Ace was momentarily stunned because she completely escaped from his thief sense, but he didn't 

have time to mull over it because he felt a soft breath on his face. 

Just an inch away from his hood, Eva had appeared like a phantom, startling him since it was completely 

out of Ace's expectations. 

On the other hand, Eva didn't seem to care about anything as she moved her slender hands toward the 

long hood and removed it with great eagerness. 

Ace didn't stop her as looked at the devilish beauty without any care about her appearance was 

standing so close to him, and his heartbeat raced. The mask on his face vanished without a trace as the 

hood lifted over his face. 

Revealing his pale white masculine face with sharp chiseled jawline, and dark blue eyes like a dark 

tranquil ocean, which was hiding mysterious vicissitude, he was extremely handsome with this 

mysterious peerless charm. 

Eva's devilish eyes lit up as the unmatured face of that boy started to overlap with this mature 

handsome face. She couldn't help but touch his face with her slender, pristine finger with a black nail. 

Her eyes, filled with tenderness, were now locked with his, and her pale crimson lips finally parted, and 

her tender dulcet voice rang, "Ace!" 



Ace blinked when he heard her familiar voice, which was now more mature and hid a strange charm 

within. 

He could feel her cold yet soft touch filled with love, and a powerful spark suddenly ignited his emotions 

which he had been suppressing and never shown to anyone before. 

Without hesitation, he moved his arm and warped it around Eva's smooth and tender waist and boldly 

captured her into his embrace. 

"Ah…" Eva softly cried as she felt his strong arm around her wrist, but she didn't resist as she even 

enjoyed the feeling of being embraced by him. A tingle of blush surfaced over her peerless face making 

her even more alluring. 

Ace felt his desire going haywire as he looked at the blushing beauty and her dreamy eyes. He suddenly 

advanced toward her alluring lips boldly. 

Eva's eyes went completely dreamy as she accepted his lips over her gladly as she wanted to melt in his 

arms… 

Ace had dreamed of talking with her endlessly once she awoke, but now that he was holding her, he 

didn't want to talk. 

Because he wanted to speak with his action showing her just how much he missed her; lastly, he wanted 

to accept her as his true wife from both body and soul… 

Eternal Thief 

Chapter 642: Blood Heritage 

The once cold and silent red crystalline room was now filled with heated passion and pleasure of love… 

Ace and Eva, after a decade of separation, both didn't want to hold back and 'express' their love to the 

full extent, and their passion ran wild. 

While in each other embrace, they both forget about the time, and they care nothing but for each other. 

Everything else was but an illusion for them… 

An unknown time passed, and Ace, who always remain vigilant of his surrounding, for the first time in 

over a decade, fell into a blithe sleep while holding the enthralling devil in his embrace. 

At this moment, Eva's head was resting over Ace's muscular chest as she heard his powerful heartbeat 

with of tingle of pinkish blush and a small satisfied grin on her crimson lips. She couldn't be happier; it 

was like a dream to her. 

"He's so bold and fierce… not like that silly and scaredy-cat I remembered…" She mumbled under her 

breath and blushed heavily when she remembered their 'heated exchange.' 

"Who you're calling scaredy-cat?" A cold yet teasing voice rang at this moment. 

Eva was startled before her eye lit up, and she quickly looked toward Ace and saw he was no longer 

asleep and looking at her with this evil grin on his face. 
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Her eyes turned gentle, and she giggled, "Aren't I right? You were such a silly little brat who didn't even 

know how to express yourself and always peak at me from the corner of your eyes. I still remember 

when you first saw me; at that time, you were completely stunned silly… ahhhh, stop, don't pinch my 

butt, haha, no~, stop you bullyyy~." 

Eva squeaked like a little girl under Ace's 'evil hands attack' and was completely helpless… but in truth, 

she was enjoying it too much. 

Ace saw the naked, enthralling devil who could charm anyone with her face and arouse the desire of 

even gods with her devilish physique; pretending to be a little girl and cuddling in his arms, he felt 

blissful for the first time in his life. 

"Hmph, I'm not that kid anymore who got tricked by you, little vixen tricks!" He retorted while he gently 

teased her even more. 

Eva suddenly breaks free from his evil clutches and quickly captures his arm, and pins them over his 

head. She fiery looked right into his eyes while showing her alluring body and big soft mounds. 

"You're too beautiful…" Ace couldn't help but utter from the bottom of his heart as he looked at Eva's 

peerless face, a hair away from his. 

Lust surfaced in her tender eyes as she blushed when she heard his praise. The feeling of happiness and 

blissfulness inundated her heart. 

"You're dead~!" She mumbled lovingly before she captured his lips like a fierce lioness. 

It was a kiss full of passion and love… 

Ace couldn't hold himself as his carnal desire was fully awake, and without having any intention of 

stopping just there, he quickly started to take control of the devil! 

She was really a true devil who could make anyone commit any sin for her… 

After 'express' their fierce love for each other again… both of them were panting while the blissful 

expressions on their faces. 

"You lost!" With a deep shade of pink, Eva declared with rigid breathing making a luscious scene. 

Ace couldn't help but mumble under his breath, "Why do I have this feeling that your body resistance is 

equivalent to a Grade-7 treasure, and you're still a mortal…" 

Eva's hearing was too sharp as she heard his every word and smiled in satisfaction as she boosted like a 

proud peacock, "Why of course, despite having no cultivation, I can easily kill anyone at Platinum Soul 

Realm Cultivation, even those Soul Manifestation Realm cultivation won't be my match, and I can 

escape Law Awareness Realm Cultivators. Only those Law Comprehension Realm pose a threat to me." 

Ace couldn't help but raise his brows when he heard this unexpected yet unbelievable revelation. 

He looked at the proud devil in his embrace and seriously questioned, "Is this true? It seemed your 

bloodline is far more powerful than I have thought about it." 



"Hehe, why would I lie to you? In my Blood Heritage of Abyssal Shadow Devil, there are ample 

experience and knowledge about my kind, and even I'm somewhat in disbelief that I'm really a part of 

them." Eva proudly declared without hiding anything. 

"Blood Heritage, huh? Why not Blood Memory Heritage?" Ace couldn't help but ask since everything 

called the Devil's ability to unravel their predecessors' memories as Blood Memory Heritage. 

But both system and Eva, now calling it Blood Heritage, instated, so he was somewhat curious, and 

unlike the System, Eva won't hide things from him. 

And just as he thought, Eva replied without hiding anything, "Actually, they are both the same thing, and 

the only difference is Blood memory Heritage will awake random memories about cultivation techniques 

and some skills that are strictly related to the density of bloodline. 

"Furthermore, this type of memory awakening isn't just limited to the devil race alone. Magic Beast also 

has the same kind of ability, and they even have an advantage over everyone because they can increase 

and awaken their abilities by doing nothing but eating herbs and anything that has potent Qi. 

"However, the Blood Heritage is complete in comparison, and it is not limited to just one or two races. 

But a Blood Heritage only forms when a being reaches a certain level of power, and then they can pass 

down their entire cultivation knowledge to their descendants as long as their bloodline is over 95% 

pure! There is no restriction of Race." 

Ace was really intrigued when he heard this new information, "Hmm, I never thought there was such a 

difference. We're simply living in a well…" 

"Hehe, of course. What actually makes a difference is Racial Abilities, which can't be passed down, and 

one has to depend on themselves to awaken them… but…" Eva suddenly stopped as she glanced at Ace. 

Ace's sharp institution instantly caught her hesitation as he asked uncertainly, "But, what? Don't hide 

things from me. Truth me; I can keep secrets." 

Eva pursed her lips and retorted, "It's not like I don't trust you! It's just that the Racial Abilities are 

unique to the degree that only a few powerful races have the means to awaken them, like the Devil, 

Demon, Magic Beasts, and some other powerful races you might've never heard of. 

"But some races didn't have such a luxury and ability to awake a unique racial ability naturally. Like… 

Humans!" 

Eva was closely watching Ace's expression when she said that. She was afraid she might hurt Ace's pride. 

But to her surprise, Ace wasn't even flinched; on the contrary, a chuckle escaped his mouth. 

Ace said without showing any kind of frustration, "Little Missy, do you really believe this kind of thing 

will make me jealous of you?" 

Eva was startled by his question and didn't know how to reply. 

Ace continued, while deeply looking at her abyssal-like eyes, said with full of implication, "Of course, if 

you thought so little of me, I might get angry and punish you for doubting your husband!" 



Eva's eyes widened for a moment before gentleness surfaced in her eyes as she blushed and tenderly 

said, "I was wrong." 

"You were. I don't need to strive for anything. I'll just steal them if I need them. These racial abilities will 

never be able to stop me!" Ace's declaration was quite arrogant, but it was backed by his undying 

resolve and confidence. 

Eva was mesmerized by the strong thievish look in his dark blue eyes, and suddenly all the doubts 

vanished. She suddenly remembered something as she quickly moved her jade-like hand and placed it 

right before his eyes. 

Ace was stunned for a moment when he saw her snowy white palm and doubtfully glanced at her, 

"What? You want to slap me?" 

"Hahaha, why would I want to slap you, dummy?" Eva laughed gracefully before her expression turned 

stern, "Don't you remember it?" 

"Remember what?" Ace was baffled by this sudden question and the change in attitude. 

Eva narrowed her eyes dangerously as she questioned again, "Look at my hand and tell me what you're 

forgetting!" 

For the first time, Ace felt Eva's tone was unquestionable as he felt strange. He quickly looked at her 

hand, which was completely empty. 

Then his eyes landed on those runes over her upper arm, but he didn't answer since she was clearly not 

asking about those runes. 

'Why her hand? What I'm forgetting?' Ace started to feel amiss as the more he took the time to think, 

the colder sensation he felt. He felt like he was being locked by something evil and couldn't escape. 

Ace couldn't help but look at the beauty who had now turned from gentle to cold within a moment. Cold 

sweat surfaced over his head, and he dryly asked, "Umm… wifey, how about a clue? A very small one!" 

The word 'wifey' made Eva's cold expression somewhat soften, and she finally decided to give a hint 

with a piercing look. 

"You're forgetting about an object and a promise!" 

Eternal Thief 

Chapter 643: Ring of Endearment 

Ace's mind instantly raced, 'An object and a promise?' 

The very next moment, it finally dawned upon him as he looked at Eva's index finger and blurted, "That 

storage ring I gifted you, right?" 

Ace instantly remembered the storage ring he first gave her, and it was exactly with that ring Eva tricked 

him by performing the devil race's ritual and bonding her life with his. 

Although he didn't suffer or lose anything. Eva's life got bonded with him, and if he dies, she will also 

follow suit while he would suffer no such causality if something happened to her. 
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Furthermore, it was also the symbol of marriage in Devil Race. But he never told Eva that he already 

knew about this ritual and marriage. 

However, the ring had vanished after she woke up, so he didn't have much about it. Moreover, he didn't 

have time to think because he was too busy focusing on other 'matters.' 

However, now that she had bought it up, he naturally remembered after getting a small hint. As for the 

promise, he also remembered it. 

Eva's stern expression instantly melted as her lips curled into a beautiful smile, "So, do you also 

remember your promise?" 

Ace couldn't help but smile seeing her delightful expression, "Yes, I was too mesmerized by your beauty 

that I lost forces of everything else. 

"Before you were sealed, I purpose you for marriage, and you agreed. And afterward, I promised you 

that after you wake up, I'll give you a grand wedding." 

Eva smiled happily and nodded, "But do you know we are already married according to Devil Race's 

custom?" 

Ace pretended to be surprised, "How so? Don't tell me by doing…" 

"Not because we do this!" Eva glared at him fiercely, "It was a ritual of my devil race. When someone 

puts a ring on a female devil's right-hand index finger, and she willingly accepts it, it symbolizes their 

marriage. Now, do you understand? Do you think without getting married, I would let you touch me?" 

Ace couldn't help but admire her alluring charm, which intensified with her fierce expression, and 

couldn't help but tease her, "Oh, then I'm glad you did so, or I won't be able to acquire such a beautiful 

wife. As for the last part, would you really not let me do anything?" His eyes were filled with lust as his 

hands approached her bosom. 

Despite wanting to, Eva's expression melted away instantly when she heard his honey-coated words. 

Her heart was filled with happiness as she felt his warm, gentle touch. 

But still, she glared at him, "M-maybe kissing, but that's it! Now stop and listen, or I won't tell you if you 

continue to interrupt me!" 

Ace grinned and stopped… for now. 

"Look," Eva said as she pointed at her hand again. 

Ace looked at her hand, and he was astonished when he saw a crystalline ring start to surface on her 

index finger. Not only that but this ring was covered in pitch-black runes. 

Furthermore, Ace suddenly felt extremely close to Eva, not physically but mentally, as well as he could 

literally feel her thoughts. 

"Can you hear me?" 

Her voice rang, but she never uttered a single word which meant her voice was transmitted directly to 

his mind. 



Astonished, he looked at her meaningfully and nodded as he replied without speaking, as he was too 

familiar with this communication method, "I can." 

Eva smiled brightly as she finally spoke while showing her ring, "After I turned into a full devil as well, my 

bloodline changed to a far stronger one. I also got more information about the marriage ritual, which is 

called Devil's Love. 

"If a devil truly falls in true love and then performs the Devil's Love ritual and forms a couple with the 

one he or she truly loves. As long as the partner won't have any malice and also loves the one who 

performs the ritual after they consummate the marriage, the ring used during the ritual will turn into a 

Ring of Endearment!" 

Ace was astonished when he heard it and looked at the crystalline runic ring on her index finger. He 

naturally had no idea about such a thing. 

"So, you're saying this ring is the Ring of Endearment now?" 

Eva happily nodded, "Hmm. Only the pure devils with at least the bloodline equivalent to the Abyssal 

Bloodline can create the Ring of Endearment and gain benefits from it. While for other devils, the Devil's 

Love Ritual can't bring any more benefits." 

"Benefits? What kind of benefits?" Ace was finally intrigued when he heard this. 

"First, the Ring of Endearment will have a unique function according to the nature of the ring used 

during the ritual, and it is unbreakable and will only break after the bearer's death. 

"Since you used a storage ring in the ritual, my ring's unique function is 'World of Dream,' which is a 

storage type function. I receive 100 cubic meters of storage space first, and I can store anything, 

including living beings, in my ring. 

"Not only that but with every major realm breakthrough from now on, the storage capacity will be 

increased by 100 cubic meters continuously!" Eva excitedly told, and she liked Ace's dumbfounded look. 

She couldn't help but giggle as she showed off the ring, "Lastly, with this ring, we will be able to sense 

each other's general direction no matter how far apart we are, and if anyone falls into danger, we'll 

instantly sense it. And this is my favorite function. We can transfer our thoughts to each other within a 

10-mile radius, and it will also increase with my cultivation. We will never be part again!" 

Ace had to admit that this Devil's love was really a mystical ritual that could make something out of the 

Ring of Endearment. Especially Eva's Ring of Endearment, which can store both living and nonliving 

beings just like his thief's space, can also grow. 

But he suddenly thought of something, 'She completely skipped the part about bonding her life with 

mine without any of my concern, and it's clear she doesn't want to tell me either. 

'But can this Ring of Endearment really be formed without any consequences?' Ace couldn't help but 

think like this as he asked the system first since even if Eva knew about it, she might not tell him if it had 

extreme consequences, 

"System, do this Ring of Endearment can really form without any backlash as long as the ritual is 

complete?" He knew the system might not bother to reply, but it was worth trying. 



But it did, and the replay left him gloomy. 

"[Everything has a consequence whether it's bad or good. The Devil's Love ritual is not an exception as 

well, especially if the female devil wanted to form the Ring of Endearment.] 

"[The Ring of Endearment is the token of true love between a pair, not a single person, and to form it, it 

has to be done at the moment of marriage consummation. There will be no more chances.] 

"[But if the male involved within the ritual has any malice toward the female devil and if she tries to 

form the Ring of Endearment during the consummation, she will die by the same ring she wanted to 

turn into Ring of Endearment!] 

"[At that time, if the female devil wants, she can turn the Ring of Endearment into Ring of Affliction at 

her dying moment. Thereby, the ring will forcibly bond with the male and bring him nothing but deadly 

misfortune, and it will follow him until he dies. There is no escape!]" 

Ace felt a chill running down in his spine when he saw the last part and couldn't help but glance at Eva, 

who was happily looking at him while showing her ring with nothing but affection. 

The momentary wariness instantly washed away and left nothing but helpless. He knew there was 

almost zero percent chance that she would turn the ring into a Ring of Affliction against him. 

'She had again done such a dangerous thing which put her life into a dangerous situation. She's just as 

crazy as I remembered her to be, and this time she didn't even show any reaction. 

'She probably told me because she didn't want me to found about the Devil's Love ritual from someone 

else while she hid every con and only revealed the pros. I can't let this continue, or she might do 

something again and put her life in even more danger.' 

Ace's eyes went resolute. 

Although he didn't want to scold her or reveal what she had done in the past, he was afraid it might hurt 

her, and she will reveal it eventually. But he knew if keep shut about it and let her keep gambling with 

her life for his and get her away with it. It might do far more harm than good to both of them. 

So, his expression was stern as he said, "Eva, let's get dressed. I also want to tell you something." 

Eva was startled when she heard Ace's somewhat distant voice and couldn't help but looked at him and 

only met with his stern eyes. She had any seen him looking at her like this. 

She quickly asked anxiously as she felt something was wrong, "What's wrong?" 

Eternal Thief 

Chapter 644: New Owner 

Eva wore a sleeveless, black attire, which complimented her devilish figure and that crimson crown on 

her forehead, and was looking anxious at Ace, who was wearing his jet-black deft thief's robes and had a 

stern expression on his face. 

Ace couldn't help but feel heartache seeing Eva's anxious face, but he knew this had to be done, or she 

might do something she regretted later. 
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He gently asked, "Eva, earlier you said the Ring of Endearment could only form if the partner didn't have 

any malice toward their wife or husband, but what will happen if they had malice? 

"I want you to be honest with me, or it would simply mean you won't trust me enough and think of me 

as some incompetent idiot who can't handle the truth." 

Eva's expression changed, and she instantly averted her eyes in panic when she saw Ace's scrutiny gaze. 

She immediately tried to hide it, "T-then nothing will happen! But you truly love me, so the Ring of 

Endearment formed, and I can't be happier!" 

Ace sighed ruefully as he turned somewhat cold as he said, "Then, were you testing my commitment 

toward you and see if I'm really in love with you or not?" 

Eva panicked even more since the formation of the Ring of Endearment could really be looked at as 

such. Because only someone with doubts would put their loved ones to the test, and the Devil's Love 

Ritual was really made for such a thing. 

There was an old saying in devil race, 'Even the love of a Devil is Devil!' 

Especially the love of a Devil Woman. Usually, they were extremely cold and cruel towards other races, 

even their own. But once they fell in love, they were downright crazies! 

They will go to any length to be the one they loved and make sure they are loved back, or they will 

rather die than live without them. But they will not die alone; they will ensure the person who rejected 

them follows them. At least they will be together in the afterlife! 

This was the true mentality of a devil woman, and Eva had inherited this mentality strongly at that after 

her bloodline changed to Shadow Abyssal Devil. 

Although she didn't have any doubts about Ace, she just couldn't help it and couldn't suppress her 

natural instinct and try risking the formation of Ring of Endearment. 

It's not like she doubted Ace's commitment toward herself. It's just that she had too much faith in him, 

especially after she awake. She would never forget that passionate gaze filled with longing. 

She never doubted for a second that the ring of endearment formation would fail, and she was right. 

However, she never expected Ace to take it the wrong way and notice the hidden details she left 

deliberately. 

She was completely stunned now as she didn't know how to explain herself, and that piercing gaze was 

directly stabbing through her heart. She just couldn't endure it. 

Ace's stern expression instantly crumbled when he saw tears forming in her eyes, and his heart ached. 

He immediately hugged her, "Why are you crying? I just want the truth. I never doubted your intention." 

Eva felt warm as she buried her head in his chest and mumbled, "I-I never doubted you…." 

"Neither do I. But you shouldn't hide about the Ring of Affliction as well as you, bonding your life with 

mine." Ace didn't hide anymore and revealed. 



Eva instantly trembled when she heard the 'secret' was exposed and quickly looked at him and saw him 

wearing an 'I got you' smile. 

"Y-you knew?" She questioned with uncertainty. 

Ace snorted, "Silly woman, I know from the start that what you have done by giving up your freedom for 

mine. But this kind of thing should be mutual, and do you think I could live if you die for me?" 

Eva was flattered when she heard this and muttered gently, "I just don't want you to die before me." 

"Heh, still as crazy as ever, huh?" Ace helplessly chuckled, "You still don't get it, do you? Tell me, how do 

you get this bloodline?" 

"You gave it to me." She replied without hesitation. 

"Then, now that you have your blood heritage, do you think it is possible to make a Half-Shadow Devil a 

Shadow Abyssal Devil?" Ace asked again. 

Eva couldn't help but fall into thought at this moment since she had never thought about it. 

She said doubtfully, "No, it's not possible. But it's because of the Blood Rose and the special living space, 

right?" 

Ace then smiled mysteriously, "Then who gave me that space and told me about the blood rose effect?" 

Her eyes widened as she finally got what Ace was trying to say and instantly questioned, "Who?" 

Eva couldn't help but feel something was really not right because Ace was only a human, and he 

belonged to the low-level lands of the Azure Wind Continent. She knew there was no doubt about it 

since she had done a deep background check on him herself before she approached him for his help. 

Furthermore, she always felt that Ace was exceptional with all those strange abilities and that strange 

closeness she felt toward him, but she never thought much deeper into this. 

However, with her current self, she couldn't just ignore it, and she knew just how absurd it was to 

originate the Shadow Abyssal Bloodline in a halfling like her. Someone like Ace definitely couldn't do it 

unless… someone helped him! 

The information Ace revealed was more than proof of that, and she was now even more sure that Ace 

had someone extremely terrifying behind him. 

Ace looked at her ruminative expression and was glad. He wanted to achieve exactly that. He didn't 

want to appear superior. Furthermore, he just wanted to tell her that he wasn't some clueless or 

helpless idiot who needed her protection. 

He just wanted to make sure she won't try to pull something crazy again just because she thought he 

needed it. 

"Just know I have a 'God' behind me, and they're always watching over me. As long as I perform well, it 

will reward me with unimaginable powers and treasures. 



"But my biggest reward is naturally you. So, I don't want to lose you, and I hope you don't try to do 

something which threatens your own life again. At least discuss it with me first. 

"And you don't need to protect me. I can do that just fine. I still remember we are teammates before 

anything, and a teammate will always have each other backs, right?" 

Eva couldn't help but fall into deep silence as she looked at Ace's confident expression filled with 

gentleness toward her. Happiness bloomed within her heart, as she didn't care about if he had some 

'god' or 'demon' behind him. She just wanted to be with him. 

"I understand." She gently uttered before her expression turned strange as she asked in a low voice 

when she thought of something, "You said the god is always watching over you, t-then… then does this 

mean it also watched us…." 

Ace's prideful expression instantly wrapped when he heard this, and he also felt this question was worth 

mulling over. But he didn't have the face to question the system since it was too embarrassing. 

So, he dryly changed the topic, "Alright, enough with this stuff. We should leave this place." 

Eva also didn't push this embarrassing topic as she nodded before she looked around the strange room, 

"Now that you mention it, where are we?" 

Ace looked at the doom-like room, which was now completely empty after the 'death' of both the Tower 

Spirit and the old ghost Moon Fiend King. 

He really has no idea how to leave this place since he was too busy focusing on Eva at that time and 

didn't heed the old ghost Moon Fiend's warning that he won't be able to leave this tower if he killed 

him. 

However, now that he thought about it, there seemed to be no way out, and they might have to break 

their way out of it, which was quite cumbersome. 

But before he could explain, Eva suddenly mumbled, "Why do I feel connected with this place and this 

strange set of memories?" 

"You are feeling a connection with this place and memories?" Ace's eyes instantly narrowed. 

Eva nodded with uncertainty as she suddenly looked behind Ace and squinted her eyes, "Like there is a 

door, right there!" 

Just as her voice trailed off, something strange happened. The wall where she focused suddenly 

trembled before it sided away, revealing a passage! 

Ace was stunned when he saw this and quickly thought about something as his face turned pale and 

questioned the system, "System, don't tell me she had turned into this tower's treasure spirit because 

she absorbed that mirror?!" 

"[No. But because she had absorbed this tower's core with tower spirit as well as the previous owner, 

she had become the new owner of this treasure!]" 



Ace was relieved when he heard it and couldn't help but feel this make sense. But the system's next 

word makes his expression dark! 

Eternal Thief 

Chapter 645: Moon Fiend King’s Treasures! (1) 

"[Although she is now the owner of this treasure, this doesn't change the fact it is now an empty husk 

that had lost all of its previous function and power source, making it unable to travel between spaces.] 

"[There's probably only enough power left in the tower to perform one last teleportation for one last 

time before it will be lost all of its space type ability and turn into nothing but a Grade-8 treasure which 

is broken beyond repair!]" 

Ace couldn't help but complain, "One last teleportation? Then can Eva teleport us to Golden Sky World 

exactly?" 

"[It's all depend on her because she is the owner now.]" 

Afterward, the system went dormant again, and no matter what Ace asked, it ignored him. 

"You're just as 'reliable' as ever." Ace couldn't help but grumble inwardly. 

"Where are we, really? And why can I control this place?" Eva's eyes were filled with curiosity as she 

looked at Ace with expectancy. 

She was still annexing this strange place's memories, and she knew it was not just a random space at all. 

But the question was, how did they end up here? 

She was getting more and more curious about what Ace had experienced while she was asleep. 

Ace couldn't help but feel a sense of reminiscence when he saw Eva's curious expression. She was just as 

curious as he remembered her to be. 

"Alright, I'll tell you about where we are and how I got here. The other details have to wait… so I entered 

a space crack and entered this underground tunnel…." 

Ace started to tell her about his experience in this secret realm where the treasure, Regal Fiend Tower, 

was located and what this tower was actually doing, and the scheme of Old Ghost Moon Fiend… 

Eva attentively listened, and the more she heard, the more she felt shocked about Ace's adventure. But 

when she heard about how the old ghost Moon Fiend wanted to revive using Ace's body, her crimson 

eyes suddenly excluded thick killing intent and bloodlust that startled even Ace. 

"You let him off too easily!" She coldly stated. 

Ace smiled wryly, "I can't take any risk, you know. He was probably an old monster from some other 

world, and he was simply too careful. He even sacrificed the tower spirit, and until the end, the tower 

spirit didn't find that he was just a sacrificial lamb. If I had shown even a tiny bit of resistance or acted 

out of the place, he would become instantly suspicious of me." 
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He then smiled gently while he looked at the angry Devil, "But it was all worth it since I got to wake you, 

and getting devoured by you could be said an act of revenge on my part. Now you are the owner of this 

tower, so I want you to teleport away to the main continent." 

Eva's rage calmed a bit when she heard this, and she couldn't help but admire Ace because of how he 

tricked an old monster into his own death. 

Eva scrutinized, 'The one backing him is probably not just a random god.' 

She had some doubt before about this 'god' behind Ace. 

Because in her Blood Heritage, she also got small memories about 'God,' and she clearly knew just what 

a 'God' represents. But in this place, it was pitifully impossible to draw a real 'God's attention and even 

make it help a mortal like Ace. 

She even felt this 'God' was tricking Ace into doing his bidding, so she secretly decided to 'save' him once 

she got stronger from this 'God.' 

However, now, she didn't know anymore and decided to wait and see what would happen. Since this 

'God' helped her achieve such a bloodline, she was also grateful, but it doesn't mean she will let 

anything happen to Ace. 

She even had a secret method within her memories to get rid of anyone's detection or any kind of curse 

or spell, even Gods! 

But she needed cultivation far higher than 1st Heaven's limitation to use that method, so she decided 

just to go ahead and follow Ace and monitor his or that 'God's every action. 

If she found even the slightest bit of danger to Ace, she would not hesitate to get rid of this 'God.' 

Her thorough process and reactions were so natural that even someone like Ace, who was master at 

hiding his true intentions, didn't notice anything out of the blue. 

If he had known what Eva was thinking, he would've definitely facepalmed himself and scolded her since 

he had just told her not to try anything dangerous again. But she was still thinking of scheming against a 

'God,' nevertheless! 

The truth was scheming was the Devil's second nature, and they couldn't change it or suppress it, and 

this nature only intensified as the stronger their bloodline. 

Eva was no different. 

Eva asked, "Do you really want to leave and not explore this tower? There might be hidden treasures of 

that old monster, right? But, if we leave, we might not ever come back again, and those treasures will be 

gone forever." 

Ace thought for a moment before his lips curled up and nodded, "Alright, there's no harm in exploring a 

bit, and I also think that guy might have arranged a few treasures for his rebirth. Let's plunder it all." 



Ace looked at Eva's happy expression and couldn't help but bitterly think, 'I still have to tell her about 

living in the thief's space until she reaches the 8th Realm in cultivation, so I might as well spend some 

time with her in this place. 

'Then there's still the matter of Thief House, as well as Alina's situation. I had told her about Alina so she 

would not react much. But the problem is Thief House members. She might outright try to kill them or 

me….' 

Ace felt a chill in his spine when he thought about that killing intent she emitted just a few moments 

ago. And she was just a mortal in cultivation terms. He didn't dare to imagine just how terrifying will she 

become once she started cultivating. 

'No, I must find a way to explain it to her as gently as possible, or a calamity awaits me.' Ace bound his 

resolved as he looked at the Devil. 

He wasn't even afraid of Heaven, but he was definitely scared of making her heartbroken and her crazy 

personality. 

"Let's go. Why are you looking pale?" She looked at him confusingly. 

Ace quickly hid his unease and nodded with a smile, "Let's find some treasures." 

Eva giggled and locked her arm with Ace's, and they started to walk toward the open door. 

Ace suddenly thought of something and looked at her crimson crown and runes as well as her eyes 

which were actually like the Imperial Demon Family members. 

"Is that crown and runes your racial trail?" He asked curiously. 

Eva nodded, "Anyone with Abyssal Bloodline will have this 'Abyssal Crown,' and the runes are 'True 

Devil's Runes.' Both of them have different uses." 

Ace was intrigued, "What uses?" 

"It's a secret, for now. Hehe." Eva mysteriously snickered. 

"Tsk, now you're just being a miser," Ace commented with slightly narrow eyes. 

"Then what can you do about it?" Eva seductively looked at him as she licked her crimson lips with her 

pink tongue. 

"Hmph, vixen!" He couldn't help but click his tongue. 

Eva's melodious peal of laughter rang within the empty hall. 

At this moment, they reached the entrance of the open door, and Ace's eyes narrowed in astonishment 

while Eva also seemed shocked. 

Because in front of them was over five hundred square meters wide hall, and it was filled with crimson 

mannequins standing in orderly rows, and they were thousands of them. 

Ace instantly recognized those mannequins, "They are Trial Puppets used by the Tower Spirit to test the 

contenders on each floor, and they are so many of them!" 



Eva's expression turned cold as he revealed, "This place is filled with the potent smell of blood, and if I'm 

wrong, they are 'Low-Grade Blood Puppets!' Made after refining dead bodies in their own blood. 

"It's an extremely sinister method of the unorthodox path. These blood puppets' cultivation should be 

around one or two realms lower than when they were alive, and not only that, they should also have 

their battle experience." 

Ace cocked an eyebrow when he heard about this 'Blood Puppet' description. 

"You mean like Corpse Puppets?" He couldn't help but think of the awakened corpse army in the demon 

continent when he stumbled upon the site of Ice Element Orb, and that's how he met with Winter as 

well. 

"You even know about the Corpse Puppets?" Eva seemed astonished and looked at Ace deeply, "It 

seemed this adventure wasn't the only interesting one up in your sleeve, huh?" 

"It was alright, I guess." Ace smiled wryly and thought bitterly, 'If I left that annoying Fox out of it, then it 

was really alright!' 

Eternal Thief 

Chapter 646: Moon Fiend King’s Treasures! (2) 

Eva seemed as if she couldn't wait to hear about how Ace came in contact with the Corpse Puppets. 

Still, she focused on the matter at hand and said, "With what I have in my memories, the art of using the 

dead as puppets is known as Undead Puppetry. Even in Devil Race, there aren't many who practice the 

art of Undead Puppetry because it's simply too nasty, and in any race, this art is highly condemned. 

"Because to practice Undead Puppetry, an ample supply of dead bodies is required, and no one will 

want their loved ones to turn into someone else's puppets. 

"But this didn't mean Undead Puppetry is prohibited completely. On the contrary, Undead Puppetry has 

a very strong and profound heritage. That old bastard who wanted to possess you seemed to belong to 

this heritage and was most likely an Undead Puppeteer." 

Killing intent surfaced in Eva's eyes when she uttered, 'Old Bastard.' 

Ace was quite fascinated by this Undead Puppetry, but only as someone who likes to learn different 

kinds of knowledge. 

As for practicing it, willingly, he won't, but if he ever decided to go after these Undead Puppeteers' 

wealth… who knows. 

Eva continues as she remembers some more details, "In nature, the Corpse Puppets and Blood Puppets 

are essentially the same since they were both created from the dead. 

"But unlike Corpse Puppet, the Blood Puppet can't be upgraded, and they will remain the same as they 

were made, or they can't be repaired once they were damaged. 
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"However, a Blood Puppet also has some advantages over the Corpse Puppet. Like they can be 

preserved without worrying about them getting rot. The cultivation of a Blood Puppet is quite closer to 

their alive self, and they had also preserved their entire battle experience from the get-go. 

"While a corpse puppet needed resources to nurture for a long time but they are equally terrifying. 

There are also some races directly related to the Undead, and they have a natural talent for Undead 

Puppetry. 

"This is all the general knowledge I have for now, and I might get more after I unlock the Second Lock on 

my Blood Heritage," Eva stated. 

Ace couldn't help but widen his eyes at the end and looked at her speechlessly, "By lock, do you mean 

there's still more memories in your blood heritage?" 

Eva snickered beautifully as she replied, "Why, of course. You can't even imagine just how much 

memory collection a Blood Heritage of someone with an Abyssal-level bloodline could have. 

"So, for the descendants' safety, there are Blood Locks placed within our Blood Heritage, and after 

crossing a certain threshold, these locks will break one after another until the entire inheritance is 

completely conjugate in Knowledge Sea. 

"This was also done because if someone with malicious intention tries to probe those memories of 

Blood Heritage, those locks will self-destruct and kill the one who tries to peer into the blood heritage!" 

Ace was really baffled by this revelation since it was too good to be true. This was simply a huge blow for 

even someone like him because if she was really telling the truth, then all this profound knowledge she 

had was probably just a fragment of what her entire blood heritage was worth. 

For the first time, he felt somewhat jealous of this blood heritage. But he was also happy for Eva since 

she was his woman. 

Ace suddenly thought of something and asked her with a somewhat forlorn tone, "Then tell me, now 

that you have all this knowledge and you can easily reach unimaginable heights with it, do you still want 

to be a thief like in the past?" 

Ace couldn't help but deeply look at her as he also wanted to hear the answer to this question. 

He knew with power; people would change as well as their goals. Will someone with boundless potential 

and future want to walk on the path of a thief? 

With Eva's current talent, she could easily rule the entire world once she started to cultivate. Will she 

still want to be a thief like her mother? Or did her goals change with that profound knowledge, and she 

no longer cared about being some petty thief? 

Despite being afraid of getting a disappointing answer, Ace has to know it. Because if Eva didn't want to, 

then he won't force her and respect her choice. Nevertheless, he will always support her as a friend and 

husband. 

Eva looked at Ace's dead serious face and burst into peals of laughter before she stated, "Do you really 

need to ask the obvious? So, what if I have all this knowledge and talent? I will never forget who gave 

me this opportunity and what my goals were before I got all this. 



"Besides, being a thief and always adventuring is far more interesting than boringly living in a single 

place and being bound by the laws of the community. Lastly, I know for a fact that a certain someone 

will always be a thief, either with me or without me, right?" 

Ace was stunned for a moment by this answer. He knew she was telling the absolute truth without any 

falsehood in her words. His lips curled up in a thievish smile, "That's more like a wife of a thief." 

"Hmph, silver tongue." Eva berated with a hint of happiness. 

Ace was really happy with Eva's answer, and all his worries and doubt vanished. 

He then looked at those thousands of blood puppets with thievish eyes, "Let me clean this place before 

moving toward the next location." 

Ace won't leave these already refined blood puppets here to rot. They were like an army of powerful 

cultivators who knew no fear. So, they might come in handy in some dangerous situations as long as he 

found the method to operate them. 

Within a minute, the entire hall was emptied by Ace as he stowed away those blood puppets in a single 

storage ring. Storage space was never a problem for him. 

"You're quite the expert in this." Even Eva was speechless by how fast Ace was at 'cleaning' the place. 

"Just come with the profession, I guess." Ace shrugged with a smile. 

After the hall was completely emptied, Eva opened another secret door on the left wall as they walked 

into it. 

This time they had opened the weapon storage facility as they were all kinds of weapons, and the most 

inferior of them all was a Grade-3 whip while the highest one was a Grade-8 halberd. 

There were simply too many to count, and Ace didn't care less about the number as he stowed them all 

without leaving a single one. He already needed high-grade treasure swords, and this was just a godsend 

to him. 

"He probably accumulated all these weapons from all those elves who were killed within the tower." Eva 

disdainfully stated. 

"And now we're collecting after he's dead. What goes around comes around…" Ace couldn't help but 

comment. 

"You sound like a scavenger now." Eva snorted in disgust, "We are avenging the poor." 

'At least I admitted that I'm stealing it all.' Ace gave her a side eye but kept his thought to himself. 

Then Eva opened another secret pathway with stairs going upward. She was getting the hang of this 

treasure as she also started to remember the details about the treasures with a spirit. 

The more she remembered, the more she admired Ace for getting out of a such situation without even a 

scratch. 



This time, they entered the storage facility where raw materials like herbs, ores, metals, and many more 

were stored. 

This storage facility was as big as the two combined facilities they saw below 

"Can you give them to me? They all will be enough for me to break into the law awareness realm or 

beyond in two years if I devour them all!" Eva asked with great anticipation. 

Up until now, she didn't even speak as Ace was taking all those treasures, which could only mean they 

were not useful to her at all. But now that she saw all those materials, she asked for them without 

hesitation. 

Ace naturally wasn't stingy with Eva. On the contrary, he was happy since this would only mean she 

would not have to live in the thief's space for long. He was even willing to provide her with more 

materials as long as she accepted his arrangements. 

"And here I thought you won't ask." He merely chuckled before he started to store away all those 

materials for herbs. There were many grade-8 materials that caught his eye, especially the precious 

space crystals. 

Too embarrassed to go back on his words, he sneakily put some aside for himself and put more high-

level materials for Eva from his personal stash. He makes sure she won't notice anything, though. 

After filling 39 high-grade-5 storage rings, he gave them to Eva, and she happily accepted them. 

"You might go broke if you support my devouring cultivation method." Eva meaningfully smiled at him. 

Ace replied without hesitation as he looked at the graceful devil in front, "It's worth it." 

"Remember those words. You said them." Eva pulled a devil's smile, which made Ace somewhat uneasy. 

But he really didn't care less about resources since he could always steal more there are simply too 

many rich people in this world. 

Besides, it's not like Eva will just remain idle while putting him in a dangerous situation for her own 

benefit. He knew for a fact she wasn't that kind of person! 

Eternal Thief 

Chapter 647: Divine Traits 

After 'clearing' the treasury, Ace looked at Eva, clearly implying to open another treasury if there was 

any. 

Eva scanned the entire treasury with a thoughtful glance before she said, "There's no more hidden 

passage anymore, and this is the last 20th floor." 

Ace couldn't help but frown, "This is not right. I don't believe someone like that old ghost would have 

only this much wealth. We didn't even find any pills, elixir, arrays, formation, or even knowledge." 

Eva also agreed with Ace's point of view, but she also had her own thought on this matter, "It's also 

possible that he had already lost all his treasure and was barely able to escape with this tower. 
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"Don't you say this tower is on the verge of breaking, and since that old bastard was only a soul wisp, 

then this means he had encountered a terrifying enemy who left him in such a dead dog-like state!" 

"Although you are right…" Ace's eyes shimmered sharply, "That old ghost was too cunning, and I don't 

believe he hadn't left himself a way out of such a situation. 

"He never trusted the tower spirit at all, so he most likely had never left the treasures he needed in such 

an obvious place where the tower spirit can easily assess them." 

Ace suddenly thought of something, 'The compass arrow always pointed me to the next floor entrance, 

which was a bright golden color, and I thought it was pointing toward the exit. But after I got that 

broken mirror, I think it was pointing me toward that black mirror. But what if there was even more? 

This tower was colored in Bright Golden after all…' 

The next moment, he activated the live fate map to conclude his conjecture. But he wasn't too hopeful 

because this compass arrow only pointed at something useful for him, and he couldn't think of anything 

more useful than that broken mirror. 

The broken black mirror was really worth of Bright Golden color treasures, but now that he didn't find 

the Moon Fiend's wealth thoroughly lacking, he was naturally suspicious. 

The moment the fate map was active, Ace's eyes winded in astonishment because, within the gray map, 

he saw two shocking things. First, a new color fate point, it was glittering Pink, and it was standing right 

beside him. 

So, he easily guessed that this pink fate point represented Eva. 

Lastly, there was a Bright Golden area on this floor where the dark golden compass point was still 

pointing, which made Ace's suspicion true. There was really a hidden place here, and the Bright Golden 

also represented there was still something useful for him here. 

But he was more interested in the glittering pink color. Since this was related to Eva, he naturally 

wanted to know about it first. 

He questioned curiously, "Moira, what this pink color represents?" 

Moira replied with a peculiar tone, "The color pink represents someone's Love toward you, Sir. Ace. It is 

also divided into three shades, Light, Bright, and Glittering, and these shades represent three different 

types of love. 

"Light Pink color represents pure love, like Parental Love, Elderly Love, Sibling Love, and such. 

"Bright Pink color represents carnal Love toward the opposite sex, like deep attraction, extreme 

adoration, affection, and such. Anyone with a Bright Pink shade color will not resist your advance. There 

are very high chances of a Bright Pink color turning into Glittering Pink as well. 

"Lastly, the Glittering Pink color represents True Love. No one can define what true love is, not even 

fate. True Love is unpredictable." 

Ace was speechless when he heard these unexpected details about the Pink color's fate point. He never 

thought the Live Fate Map could even reveal something like love. 



Still, he couldn't help but glance at Eva, who was silently looking at him with gentle eyes without 

disrupting his thought. He could help but feel gratified by having her around him. 

He smiled gently at her and said, "I think I found something interesting." 

Eva smiled brightly, flaunting her devilish charm, "What do you find?" 

"A dead man's treasure, I guess." Ace coolly chuckled and started walking toward where the golden spot 

was on the fate map. 

Eva didn't ask anything and just followed while hugging his arm. 

They finally stopped at the east corner of this space, and there was nothing but a wall, but Ace could 

easily see the compass arrow was pointing right above this corner. 

But despite using his thief's vision, he saw only a normal wall. 

"There is something behind this corner," Ace told Eva. 

"Are you sure?" Eva squinted her eyes as she looked at the corner. 

"100%! I have something that can reveal treasures to me." Ace nodded, full of confidence. 

But he didn't reveal the existence of Moira, not because he didn't trust her, but because the Eternal 

Thief Fate Compass origin was simply too dangerous for anyone to know, just like the system. 

Eva also didn't pry any further since she completely trusted Ace and looked at the corner with her black 

and crimson eyes. 

"There's nothing about having a hidden space here in the memories I got after inheriting this treasure, 

so it meant this space was specifically made by that old bastard to hide his personal treasures. Just as 

you said, he didn't even trust the treasure spirit. 

"But did he really think he could stop me if I wanted to take his treasures?" Eva sneered coldly, which 

baffled Ace. 

"You mean you have a method to unlock this place?" Ace couldn't help but ask with excitement in his 

eyes. He can't even see the restriction, much less unlock it, so he was somewhat disbelieving that Eva 

could despite having no cultivation whatsoever. 

Eva gave him a mysterious glance before she revealed, "I can't open it, but I can enter it as long as there 

is a space behind it. This is also the only Racial Ability I awake after completely assimilating the Shadow 

Abyssal Devil Bloodline." 

Intrigued, Ace asked, "What kind of Racial Ability?" 

Eva slowly released his arm and walked toward the corner as she said, "Racial Abilities are known as 

another name in the world of cultivation." 

She then put her hand on the wall as she twisted her head and looked at Ace with a meaningful smile, 

"They are called 'Divine Traits.' And my divine traits are 'Deific Shadow.'" 



Before Ace could understand the implication behind her words, his eyes went wide because all of a 

sudden, the runes on Eva's arms shimmered before she started to turn corporeal and vanished from her 

spot. 

Ace instantly activated the thief's sense, even heavenly sense, but he couldn't find any trace of Eva, as if 

she had completely vanished from this place. 

Not only that, but she had also vanished from the fate map detection, which was even more appalling 

since this meant this Deific Shadow was even on the level of that old ghost and tower spirit. 

Eva's whispering voice rang right beside his ear, "Do you still believe you can go against someone with 

Divine Traits? And more just one?" 

Ace's expression darkened since he didn't even sense her getting so close to him, and a sense of fear 

welled up in his heart when he finally understood what a Racial Ability represents. 

But he regained his calm quickly as he sighed, "Sigh… it seemed I have a lot more to learn." 

Ace then suddenly turned his head to another side, which was completely opposite to where Eva's voice 

rang. He smiled at the empty space and confidently said, "But I will still say those exact words. As long as 

I'm strong enough, no one can stop me from stealing what I want. 

"As for you, my wily wife, your tricks are meaningless. As long as I focus, I can sense Ring of 

Endearment's presence. Nice try, by the way." 

"Hmph, what a killjoy." Eva's displeased voice sounded right where Ace was looking. 

Ace tried to grab her, but to his surprise, there was nothing but wind. But he knew Eva was right there, 

so he was alarmed by this sudden discovery. 

"Hehe, so what if you can sense my location? You can't catch a shadow, do you? As long as I'm in a Deific 

Shadow state, no one can detect me or attack me as long as they don't have an even stronger Divine 

Trait than me. 

"Oh, and most importantly, not even formations or walls can stop me from passing through. Remember, 

only a Divine Trait can fight Divine Trait. So, now I'm going to look for treasures. You can just stay here 

and act smug all by yourself. Hmph!" Eva snorted with great smugness in her voice. 

Ace was again stunned and finally understood the true terror of a Divine Trail, and his expression was 

somewhat pale. 

'If what she said is true, then I might find myself in trouble if I encounter someone with a Divine Trail. 

Especially Divine Traits like Eva. She's literally invincible in this Deific Shadow state. 

'No, nothing is perfect in this world. These Divine Traits have to have some kind of drawback or 

weakness. That fickle devil will reveal it to me. If I please her…' 

Eternal Thief 

Chapter 648: Don't borrow trouble! 
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After Eva went into the secret room, Ace was closely looking at the fate map with a somewhat worried 

expression. But the map was only showing golden color, nothing else. 

However, shortly after Eva went inside, the golden color, as well as the compass arrow, vanished 

without a trace, and a new compass arrow took its place, which was at the edge of the map pointing in 

the east direction. 

This made Ace frown, but he didn't panic since he could still feel Eva was completely fine. And a few 

moments later, Ace couldn't help but smile in relief because he could feel Eva was getting closer. 

Thereupon, Eva appeared right in front of him with this proud enthralling smile, but she was also 

somewhat pale and exhausted. 

Ace quickly approached her and fondly said, "You work hard." 

"Hmph! No, so smug, aren't we?" Eva retorted with fake egotism. The ecstasy in her eyes couldn't be 

clearer. 

"Alright, I admit that I can't defeat your Divine Trait, and I'll be relying on you from now on." Ace 

helplessly surrendered. 

Eva giggled in elation, "Hehe, since you're being so sincere, here's your reward." 

She held her fist hand toward Ace's, and he received a smooth metallic object the moment Eva opened 

her closed fist. 

It was a black ring with a crimson ruby embedded in it, and Ace's eyes instantly lit up when he guessed 

what this ring might be. 

Eva smilingly said, "There was only a small room, and this ring was lying on a small column. But there 

were tons of dangerous traps there. That old bastard really was paranoid and petty. 

"If not for my Deific Shadow state, this ring would've been destroyed before anyone could touch it, even 

if someone avoided all those traps by a miracle. 

"But I'm afraid there's an extremely complex locking seal on this ring, and it's highly likely a storage ring. 

Sadly, I can't bypass locks on the storage space treasures since I can't physically enter a storage ring as 

long as it isn't a living storage space." 

Ace shook his head and gently said, "You have already done me a huge favor by retrieving this ring. 

Leave the opening of this ring to me, and we will divide everything equally." 

"Can you really open it?" Eva asked doubtfully. 

Ace merely smiled mysteriously, and afterward, he instantly transmitted his voice to the system, 

"System, open this storage ring!" 

However, his smile disappeared when, 

"[You need to Upgrade the System to Open this Storage Ring with Thief Points!]" 

"Is it because its grade is higher than Grade-9?" Ace asked with a regretful tone. 



"[Yes!]" 

Ace could only sigh after he heard the affirmative answer, but he wasn't too worried since this also 

meant this storage ring might hold numerous treasures far above the grades of Mortal Sky Heaven. 

So, this storage ring will come in handy once he upgrades the system. 

"Umm… dear, it seems I need some time before I open it, but I can open it. Just not now." He then dryly 

told Eva, who was looking at him with great anticipation. 

It was simply too embarrassing to be failed in front of his woman. He lost too much face. 

Eva rolled her eyes and teased, "Only a big talker!" 

"I'm not!" Ace angrily retorted as he blamed the system for this humiliation. 

So, he quickly changed the topic, "You look pale. It seems you need to rest, and it's also about the time I 

tell you something since we need to leave this place soon." 

Eva's jolly expression changed when she noticed Ace's gloomy tone and couldn't help but look at him 

with doubt. 

"You don't need to worry about me. Just tell me what you want. I can now bear your burden." She 

confidently declared. 

Ace smiled wryly and said, "It's actually about that. The thing is, you can't appear in the Golden Sky 

World until you reach Law Comprehension Realm." 

Eva's eyes winded in disbelief, "But why? Do you still think of me as a burden!" 

Ace quickly denied with a stern look, "I have never thought of you as a burden. But this is about your 

safety. Hear me first before you say anything…" 

He then started to tell her about what System told him about the [Natural Order] and how she would be 

in danger if she got noticed by it. 

Eva attentively listened with a somewhat disbelief expression. But she could tell Ace wasn't lying to her. 

In the end, she looked deeply at Ace and said, "Although I don't know about this [Natural Order], I do 

know about the hierarchy of the Abyssal Race. 

"Since I have the complete inheritance of the Shadow Abyssal Devil Clan, even my clansmen will not 

hesitate to refine me to strengthen their bloodline since I'm not an intrinsic born. 

"There are also many uses of a complete abyssal bloodline, but I never thought there's such a thing as 

[Natural Order] which can reveal my identity. It seemed the entity behind you is not as simple as you 

make it." She narrowed her eyes at Ace. 

Ace didn't deny it, "You can say that, and it has never been wrong before, so you have lived in that space 

for a while, and I'm sure it won't be long before you walk freely again." 



'There's still a chance with the thief's house. But I can't tell her right now because there's no spot left, 

and she might outright start a fight with me if she knows those existing three spots are all filled by three 

women.' Ace felt chills just thinking about it. 

Eva, on the other hand, had no idea what Ace thought, so she nodded, "Alright, since I'll be with you, it 

doesn't matter if I live in that space for a while longer. You might fall into trouble because of me if I draw 

the attention of some powerful entities." 

Ace felt massive relief when Eva agreed without making it difficult for him. He was getting anxious for 

nothing. 

He then suddenly thought of something as he said, "Besides, you won't be living alone in there. There's 

someone else who will accompany you beside me." 

Eva asked with narrowed eyes, "Who? Is this a girl?" 

Ace instantly denied it, "Of course not!" 

Eva's eyes instantly eased when she got the answer. 

Ace then flipped his hand before a small black bird with a tiny feather crown appeared in his hand. As he 

looked around with its tiny gem-like curious eyes. He was Cyrus! 

Eva's eyes instantly lit up when she saw the little cut fellow, "This is?" 

"You can speak, Cyrus. Introduce yourself." Ace smilingly encouraged. 

Previously, he told Cyrus not to speak in front of anyone unless he told him, so he won't speak unless he 

got Ace's approval, like now. 

Cyrus then curiously looked at Eva and said in his childish sweet voice, "Nice to meet you. I am Cyrus!" 

Eva was stunned for a moment before she exclaimed, "A Magic Beast that can talk despite being this 

small and weak. His bloodline has to be terrifying!" 

Ace felt great pride when she praised Cyrus since he was his pet, and his bloodline was also quite 

terrifying. There was no question about it. 

However, when Cyrus prattled, Ace's expression instantly wrapped and lost all colors. 

Cyrus frivolously asked while looking at Eva, "Bro is this Big Sister Winter that Big Sister Freya men…" 

Before he could finish those words, he vanished. 

But alas, the damage was already done! 

Eternal Thief 

Chapter 649: Recollection of Past 

Ace's completely forgotten about breathing after what Cyrus just uttered. He had never regretted 

anything this much in his life before then taking out that dumb bird without any prior preparation. 
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The little one was too naïve, and when he got permission to talk in front of Eva, he instantly took her for 

Winter, who he had never met before. 

But he only heard from Freya that she was also a member of Ace's crew to save them from any 

misunderstanding in the future, like what happened in the past when Freya and Noa were instantly 

suppressed by Cyrus. 

However, who would've thought the little guy would create such a situation for Ace, which he was 

avoiding all this time? 

Ace would've naturally explained to Eva about the Thief House but not like this, and now it was too late. 

Eva's charming smile instantly froze as her eyes were affixed on the spot where Cyrus had vanished. 

She suddenly turned her eyes on Ace's somewhat ashen face before the temperature of the entire space 

started to drop at an astronomical rate as her eyes filled with murderous intent, locked on Ace. 

She only uttered three words in an icy irrefutable tone, "Take him out!" 

Ace had only one thought right now, 'I'm so dead!' 

He quickly tried to salvage the situation, "Dear, let me explain it is not what you think it is…" 

"Then let's hear it from Cyrus. If there's nothing wrong, you should've had anything to fear, right? But 

from your action, I'm started to have a wrong idea!" Eva's suddenly smiled, which was not like her 

gentle smile at all but the smile of a devil who was about to torture someone! 

Ace didn't budge because he knew things would turn worse if that dumb guy spoke about something he 

didn't understand. 

So, he quickly used every bit of skill he had and said, "Let me explain it first, and you can conform it with 

Cyrus as much as you want. I won't stop it. I have never been unfaithful toward you while you were 

asleep, and that ring is the proof of it!" 

Eva squinted her eyes as her cold expression softened somewhat, especially when Ace mentioned the 

Ring of Endearment. This was really ironclad proof that he truly loved her. 

So, she gave him a chance, "I'll give you a chance, but if you hide anything… humph, don't even think 

about touching me or talking to me!" 

Ace was instantly elated, as if he got another lifeline, and for the first time, he was glad Eva formed that 

Ring despite the danger involved in it. 

"I wanted to tell you about this in some more appropriate manner and had no intention of hiding it in 

the first place. 

"But since things had already escalated in this way, maybe this is for the best that I explain everything to 

you from the start and what kind of places I've been into in these fifteen years when you were asleep. 

"You can judge for yourself that what I did and for I did was purely to preserve my life as well as to 

achieve my goals which led me to this place…" 



Ace sighed before he waved his sleeve, and a big couch with a jade table and two wine glasses appeared 

in front of them. 

"Please sit. It might take some time to explain everything, so we might as well enjoy ourselves." He said, 

and without waiting for Eva's reply, he sat down on a side while a storage flask filled with the highest 

quality wine appeared in his hand as he filled the two glasses. 

Eva's squinted her eyes as her eyes were locked on Ace. She wanted to see through his lies but didn't 

detect anything yet. 

So, she felt somewhat assured of his words and sat down on the other corner of the couch while coldly 

uttering, "You better not be thinking of getting me drunk and then tricking me!" 

"I would never." Ace hurriedly denied it as he offered her a glass of ruby-colored wine. 

Eva gracefully received it, but her scrutinized gaze never left Ace, "Now, start talking!" 

Ace nodded before he thought about something and then placed his hands on the table, and the next 

moment, Cyrus appeared again. 

"Hey, why you sent me back?" Cyrus instantly started whining. 

Ace gave him a fierce glance and said, "Dumb brat, you might as well listen to your Big Bro story and 

develop some common sense, or someday you might get me killed." 

Eva was also startled when she saw Ace taking out Cyrus without even telling her anything. 

"Ah, why would I get you killed? I'll burn everything who wants to harm you!" Cyrus instantly declared. 

Ace then looked at Eva and transmitted in her mind, "See this? He is just like a two-year-old kid who 

doesn't even know common sense and only wants to burn the entire world down. 

"As for why I took him out, even he didn't know from where his 'Big Sisters' came from or what kind of 

relationship they had with me. I can even confirm it right now." 

Ace then looked at Cyrus and pointed at Eva, and said, "Little Brat, this is not Winter but Eva, and she is 

my Wife." 

Cyrus's tiny eyes instantly winded when he heard it and looked at Eva, who was now looking at him with 

this soft glance. 

"She is your wife?" He exclaimed before he turned confused, "Um… Bro, what is a wife? Is she like 

Friend or Best Friend?" He innocently asked. 

Eva's eyes winded ever so slightly since it just confirmed Ace's statement. Cyrus was really like a small 

child who didn't even know the difference between Friend and Wife. 

The coldness in her eyes vanished by half, but this didn't mean Ace was off the hook since Friends could 

have many meanings, and Cyrus naturally didn't know about it either. 



Still, Ace wasn't the one who let such a chance slip by and quickly said, "From now on, you will learn 

with your Big Sister Eva, and she will live with you in our home for some time. You have to be respectful 

to her." 

Cyrus was instantly happy and asked in disbelief, "Really?" 

Ace then looked at Eva with a meaningful smile. Eva then softly looked at Cyrus. She was no longer 

angry or hostile toward the little naïve bird. 

She replied gently, "I'll teach you everything, but you need to tell me about your Big Bro without hiding 

anything, especially your other Big Sisters!" 

Cyrus agreed without hesitation, "Alright!" 

Ace gave the little fellow a side eye since he didn't even ask for his opinion and even wanted to scold 

him through his thought transmission but didn't since it didn't matter anymore. 

"Now that this is out of the way, I'll tell you how I meet with Noa, Freya, and Winter. I have to start from 

how I got teleported into the demon continent first…" 

Ace then starts to tell Eva from the start, after she got sealed away, from his journey to the low-level 

lands to middle-level lands, the rise of the Sky Stealer. 

His near-death encounter with Gordon at Treasure Mountain and then how he teleported randomly to 

the Demon Continent and met Noa. 

Ace naturally omitted the part about System and changed it with the mysterious god behind him and 

making him the villain who forced him into creating the Thief House. 

He also didn't tell Eva about the part where he, himself, wanted to recruit All-Knowing Parrot into the 

Thief House and only revealed how Freya was the one who had ill intentions and he had no choice but to 

trick her into the Thief House as well. 

Lastly, the part about the Winter and Corpse Army was really a huge coincidence. 

Afterward, he revealed his adventure in the demon continent and nearly destroyed their entire 

reputation with his Life Demon Treasure Pagoda Theft, Life Demon Auction Heist, and all the way 

toward his last biggest thievery of the Demon Temple. 

Time seems to pass at an extremely fast pace while Ace recollects the memories of his past fifteen years. 

Even he was somewhat in disbelief that he had done all that with his meager strength while he had 

unknowingly started to drink from the storage flask. 

He got a strange sense of relief and peace as he told Eva and Cyrus about his adventures. It was an 

entirely new experience for him to not always be on edge and lie to others about himself. 

Perhaps, being an open book wasn't a bad thing at all, especially toward his loved ones and people he 

trusts. This was a lesson that can never be stolen from anyone's memories. It was a feeling and 

experience one had to go through oneself. 



"… I think that commotion caused by my breakthrough bought that Giant Demon from the Imperial 

Family to my tail, and he had some kind of device that can trace the space teleportation…!" 

Eternal Thief 

Chapter 650: Cyrus Figured it out! 

Ace smiled at Eva, who was completely immense in his story like a little girl, while Cyrus also listened 

with a severe adorable expression. 

"He was simply too strong, probably at the very peak of Law Awareness Realm. I had no choice but to 

enter the space tear and then 'God' again saved my life by sending me to this place where I found this 

Regal Fiend Tower and the rest you are quite familiar with. 

"However, before that space tear vanished, that demon told me something…." Ace's expression turned 

icy when he remembered the Demon Ancestor's last words. 

On the other hand, any doubts Eva had about Ace had long vanished, and what was left was tenderness, 

adoration, admiration, and regret of not being with him when he was experiencing those crazing things. 

Eva couldn't help but noticed his gloomy expression and asked, "What did he tell you?" 

Ace sighed ruefully and revealed, "It's about Alina. She got captured. Probably when she went looking 

for me back at the River Flower City…." 

Eva knew about Alina, his missing sister, and he had already told her about her true background as a 

hunter before he sealed Eva away. At that time, he made it clear that he wanted to find her no matter 

what. 

Eva was astonished when she heard about his mysterious sister and went back looking for him. 

Truth be told, she didn't have a good impression of Alina and didn't want him to look for her because 

Alina might have abandoned him for good and no longer cared about him after returning to Blood 

Continent. 

After all, he was just a random mortal at that time when she got taken away by her 'Grandfather,' and 

the way they both left, it was quite clear Ace was nothing but a speck of dust in their eyes, at least in the 

eye of that old hunter. 

But Ace was hell-bent on meeting her at least one last time before making things clear and saying 

proper goodbye at that time. 

However, now that Alina went looking for him on her own accord and her background was also quite 

noble, it was quite clear she cared about him despite not knowing about his transformation. 

Now she was captured by one of the most influential figures of the Golden Sky World just because she 

went back to look for Ace. 

This changed Eva's impression of Alina, and from his grave expression, she knew he wouldn't stop until 

he saved her, even if she obstructed his way. 
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With puckered lips, she said, "You know it's a huge trap, and there might not be just this Dream Shatter 

guy waiting for you. The demon will be there. It's in stone since you took away their most sacred object. 

"And who knows what that Fake City Lord or his clone whatever had fed them about you. They still don't 

know whether you care about her or not, but once they know you care about her, they will not hesitate 

to do even more excessive things to her to draw you out!" 

Ace's expression was dark since even he knew about this, "So, do you want me to give up on her and 

watch her die?" He narrowed his eyes as he looked at Eva. 

He might act timed toward her and can bear with her antics and demands since he didn't want to make 

her unhappy or heartbroken. But he won't back down from this even if Eva threatens him with herself. 

He had many methods to make her yield on this one. He just didn't want to use them since it would 

make her resentful toward Alina or even hate her. 

Eva bit her lips when she saw just how serious his expression was, so she quickly gave up on the thought 

of stopping him by any means necessary. Although she was willful and too protective when it came to 

Ace, she also knew where his bottom line lay. 

Since he was being honest with her by telling her everything when he could just chide her down by 

questioning her trust in him, she can't be that unreasonable, or she might lose this place in his heart and 

will never receive such treatment again. 

And she feared nothing but losing his favor under heaven and earth. She would simply lose her reason 

to live if that ever happened. 

So, she bit her lips and shook her head, "What kind of woman do you think I am? As your Wife and Best 

Friend, I will also support you as long as it makes you happy! Hmph!" 

Ace's stern expression instantly crumbled when he saw Eva's unnatural expression, 'It must've taken her 

entire willpower to say those words while she clearly didn't want that. At least, it proves that she truly 

cared about my feelings.' 

He felt warmth in his heart, looking at the pouting devil. He put the wine flask down and got close to her 

before he took her in his embrace. 

Eva put a fake struggle first before she was nuzzling in with his chest. 

"Don't worry. I will not put my life at risk since it will mean putting your life at risk as well. Just trust me." 

Ace gently said as he fondled her long silky hair. 

"Mmm." Eva cooed as happiness bloomed in her heart, and she felt more reassured after he said those 

words and cuddled with him. 

"Bro, Bro! I still don't understand one thing!" Cyrus, who truly knows how to ruin the moment, spoke 

frivolously. 

Eva trembled slightly before she squirmed out of his embrace with a blushing face. She almost forgot 

that a little child was watching them, not to mention he was a naïve bird with a loose mouth. 



No matter how bold she was, she was only bold in front of Ace. 

Ace was also perplexed as he looked at Cyrus and fought the urge to shut the little thing for good. Still, 

he can't be unreasonable since it wasn't Cyrus's fault. 

He stiffly said, "What do you don't understand?" 

Cyrus completely overlooked Eva's embarrassed expression and Ace's exasperated gaze and asked with 

full of seriousness, "She is big sister Eva, right? Then where is Big Sister Winter?" 

Eva's ears also perked when she heard this question, and like a hawk, her eyes turned sharp. 

Ace annoyingly replied, "I already sent her on the mission to go into the Azure Wind Continent after she 

collected the information about Alina for me." 

"She seemed quite capable. Then, where are the other two?" Eva curiously asked, but a dangerous light 

was hidden deep within her curious expression. 

She knew how those three women came into Ace's Thief House. They were literally there because Ace 

couldn't handle them at that time, and his life was in danger, so he had to trick them all into Thief 

House. 

In a sense, they were all profited after they entered the Thief House, and now they were munching off 

Ace, at least in her eyes, which didn't go well with her at all. 

Ace smiled wryly as he wanted to avoid this exact question, but since he was being honest, he might as 

well get it over with since Eva was listening patiently. 

"Thief House has its own special space for its members, and that Space is also under my control, so Noa 

and Freya are still within their respective spaces cultivating while Winter can't enter until she's come in 

contact with me." 

Eva's eyes instantly when cold when she heard it, and she immediately berated, "And when are you 

going to mention such an important thing to me?" 

"I just did." Ace coolly said without any change in expression. 

"B-but you did after Cyrus's questioned!" Eva retorted, completely unconvinced. 

"He just happened to ask when I was going to tell you." Ace's expression remains natural without any 

hint of panic. 

How could she see through his lies when he didn't want her to? 

Besides, he wasn't lying since he had already told her, and he was now completely at ease after he came 

clean with her. 

Eva didn't find him suspicious anymore, so she finally relaxed when she thought she had overreacted. 

But her eyes suddenly narrowed as she asked, "Then why aren't you letting me join the Thief House?" 



She was quite interested in this thief house after she heard its perks, especially when she heard how she 

could upgrade her bloodline through it further. But the biggest reason she was eager to 'infiltrate' the 

Thief House was those three ladies! 

Ace smiled bitterly as he said, "All the spots are filled." 

He instantly felt the temperature drop when he said those words, and he quickly explained, "It's not 

permanent. Trust me, I need to do a mission to increase the entry spots, or I have already invited you 

in!" 

Eva was looking at him with a scrutinized gaze filled with doubts, but he didn't seem to be lying. 

However, before she could calm down, Cyrus, who was thinking something with a severe expression, 

finally spoke with wide eyes as he finally figured something out. 

"Bro, then who is that Big Sister you sent into the black box a few days ago? Is that an enemy?!" 


